Halloween Star – Earrings
Free Tutorial by Pat de Verre © 2010

Material :

Techniques : Brick stitch, ladder stitch,
peyote stitch.

Attention
Don't use a high tension of thread, except to
finish and secure your work.

Step 1
Take 60 cm of thread without cutting of the
spool and work with the technique of your
choice
1st technique - Brick Stitch : Pass the thread
through the RO, make a half circle around it,
pass again into the RO and repeat to do a half
circle of thread on the other side. Then, work
in brick stitch with 15 DB orange to do the 1st
row.
2ème technique – Ladder Stitch : Do a ladder
with 15 DB orange, close into a loop and hang
it around the RO.

Step 2
Pick up 1 DB orange and pass your neddle in
the following DB of the 1st row and continue
to place your 15 DB orange to do the row 2.

Step 3
Work in peyote stitch and add 15 DB orange
to do the row 3.

Step 4
Continue to work in peyote, add 2 DB black
as shown, pass through the following 3 DB
orange of the row 3 etc. You add 5 groups of 2
DB black to do the row 4.

Step 5
Pick up 1 DB black, 1 R, 1 DB black, add
them between 2 DB black of the row 4.
Repeat 5 times to make the 5 branches of the
star. Now, you have to hang the earring hook:.
Pass back into the R at the top of one branch,
pick up 2 R, the earring hook, 2 R and close
the loop. Pass the thread through the 5R and
the hook as often as possible and then in a lot
of DB to consolidate the earring.

Good beading !
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